
Primary 2 Numeracy Menu 

Week beginning 8th June 2020 
Please do not worry if you cannot access the website links. They are not essential to carrying out the activities, just an 

extra source of help. 

 

Number/Multiplication 
 

Multiplying by 2. 

2 times something is the same as adding 
2 things together. 

2 x 3 is the same as 3 + 3. The answer is 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znj7hy
c/articles/znbwhbk 

Try writing out your 2x table. 
Learn the multiples of 2 by trying the 
following activities. 
 
Count all the stations of your table while 
you skip with a skipping rope, jump on a 
trampoline or throw and catch a ball. 
 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-
count/paint-the-squares    

Use this 100 square to paint all the 
numbers in the 2x table (multiples of 2) 

 
 

 
 

Number 
  Number of the day. 
Choose a one or two - 
digit number. 
Use your number to 
make a 

 ‘Number of the Day’ 
poster. 

Refer to last week’s post 
for an example. 

 

 

 
 

 

STEM ACTIVITY 
 

You will need:  
Plastic bottle with top cut off and tape down the side, half full of 
water, and with a watermark 1cm above the water level. 
Various objects such as potato, ball, conker, stone… 
 
Look at the water level in the bottle, and the mark above it. 
Decide which of the set of objects would make the water rise to 
the level of the mark if submerged in the water. Check your 
guess. 
 
Think about these questions 
Will everything we put in make the water rise? Why is that? 
Did any of the objects make the water rise by the right amount? 
Which ones? 
Does the weight of the object make any difference? 
 
What if… 
You tried again with water in a much 
larger/smaller/wider/narrower container? 
You used objects that float? 
 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znj7hyc/articles/znbwhbk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znj7hyc/articles/znbwhbk
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/paint-the-squares
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/paint-the-squares
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Number 

BBC Teach School Radio Audio Maths 

Rainbow Quiz:  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-

radio/audio-maths-rainbow-quiz/zhdvpg8 

Have a go at the Rainbow Quiz at the 

Information Handling 
 
Carroll Diagram 
Try the starter activity and Part 1 of the main activity as an 
introduction. 
http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/carroll_diagrams/eng/introduc
t/default.htm 
 
Venn Diagram 
Remember the two overlapping circles? 
Can you sort out your lego? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/audio-maths-rainbow-quiz/zhdvpg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/audio-maths-rainbow-quiz/zhdvpg8
http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/carroll_diagrams/eng/introduct/default.htm
http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/carroll_diagrams/eng/introduct/default.htm
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above link. It not only helps to develop 
your numeracy skills but also helps 
develop your listening skills. Pick a quiz 
which challenges you. There is a guide 
which explains how to use the Rainbow 
Quiz.  
Good luck quizzers! 
 

 Blue bricks in one circle    Bricks with six dots in the other 
Remember if bricks have both criteria they go in the middle. If none of 
the criteria they sit outside both circles. 
Maybe you could make up your own criteria. 
Multiples of 2   Numbers more than 20 

 

 
 
Reminder:P7 Leading the Learning Task 
If you planted a seed and are measuring it/ height or counting 
its leaves remember to record. 
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Logic 

Try out a range of logic games. Test 
your logical thinking with brain 
benders, interactive activities and 
classic games such as mastermind, 
tic tac toe, the Towers of Hanoi and 
rock paper scissors. 

 

 
 
http://www.kidsmathgamesonline.com/ 
 
 

Number 
Remember to use the 

following to improve 

numeracy skills a little 

everyday if you can! 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/m
aths-games/hit-the-button      

 
 
 
 
 
 

Position and Movement. 
A complete turn is when you turn completely so you end up in 

the same direction as when you started. If the minute hand on a 
clock is pointing at 12 and makes a complete turn, it ends up 

back at 12. 
 A half turn is when you turn half-way round so you end up 
facing the opposite direction from where you started. If the 

minute hand on a clock is pointing at 12 and makes a half turn, it 
ends up pointing at 6, halfway round the clock. 

 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z7kwmp3 

 
Pupils could use the terms they have learnt to direct family 

members around the house and garden. 
 

Remember to use words like clockwise, anti-clockwise, right, 
left, complete turn and half turn. 

https://www.kidsmathgamesonline.com/logic.html
http://www.kidsmathgamesonline.com/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z7kwmp3
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